
Prior Learning – 

Vocabulary 

Flag

 A piece of fabric or similar material, 
typically rectangular or triangular in 
shape used as a symbol or emblem 

of a country or organisa7on.

Running Stitch 

 A basic sewing s7tch in which the 
needle and thread pass over, and 
under the fabric in a straight line, 

crea7ng a series of small, even 
s7tches.

Hem
 The edge of a piece of fabric that is 

folded over and sewn to prevent 
fraying or unravelling.

Needle
 A pointed tool used for sewing, 

consis7ng of a slender sha< with an 
eye for carrying the thread

Thread
 Along, thin, strands of co=on, silk, 
or other material used in sewing

Ancient 
Greek 

Olympics 

 Hey series of athle7c compe77ons 
held every four years in ancient 
Greece, beginning in 776BC and 
las7ng un7l the fourth century.

Key Learning 

 Create an A4 personal flag for 
the opening ceremony of the 

ancient Greek Olympics, which 
incorporates a running stitch

 Research what happened at the Greek

 Design a flag that is made from different 
materials

 Gathering resources needed to make 
the flag

 Join different parts of the flag, buy 
sewing, showing appropriate, sewing 

techniques

 Evaluate the completed flag and 
consider how it could be improved?
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